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the Mughal authorities, despite the repeated requests that had been made
to them, made no attempt to stop the fugitives.1 Muhammad Khan
Turkoman had orders not to stay for more than 40 days at the Mughal
Court, but, as will be seen later, he remained there for over a
year.
Muhammad Kazim describes in great detail the operations of Pir
Muhammad and Asilmas Khan in Baluchistan. Marching by way of
Bandar 'Abbas and the Makran coast, these leaders and their men entered
Baluchistan, and soon after encountered and defeated Muhabbat Khan,
the eldest son of the late 'Abdullah Khan. The two commanders then
proceeded to Shal (Quetta), whence they pressed on towards Qalat (Kalat) ;
on this march the men suffered greatly from thirst, but they nevertheless
defeated MuJhiabbat Khan's forces a second time. The Khan then fled
to his fortress of Mustang and, after consulting his brother Ilyas, aban-
doned further resistance ; the two brothers thereupon went to Qandahar
and submitted to Nadir. The Shah received them kindly, took Muhabbat
Khan into his service, and appointed him Governor of Baluchistan.8
The submission of these two leaders by no means ended the resistance
of the Baluch tribes, and Pir Muhammad and Asilmas Khan had much
further fighting. After a long siege, they took the fortress of Jalq,
which was, apparently, near Shal. Differences then arose between Pir
Muhammad and Asilmas Khan, owing, it seems, to the former chafing
at the control which his companion sought to maintain over him. Pir
Muhammad's enemies took advantage of this quarrel to report to Nadir
that he was planning to rebel, with the result that the Shah had him
beheaded. When it became apparent later that Pir Muhammad had
been falsely accused, Nadir is said to have felt much remorse.8
After the execution of Pir Muhammad, Asilmas Khan was relieved
by Nadir's brother-in-law, Fath 'Ali Khan, who, in the course of another
three months or so, reduced the whole of Baluchistan to obedience.
All this time the Persian forces which Nadir had detached at Girishk
had been endeavouring to subdue the Afghans in the Zamindavar district;
they met with such determined resistance that it was not until the end
of January, 1738, that they completed their task.*
By the beginning of 1738 the greater part of Baluchistan and the dis-
tricts of Zamindavar and Qal'at-i-Ghalzai had been thoroughly subdued,
thus rendering available for the siege of Qandahar a large proportion
of the troops who had been operating in those parts. Until reinforced
*T.N., p. 190.
 *	K.N., p. 92;  see also T.N., p. 182.
 *	K.N., pp. 120-125.
 *	Nadir's brother-in-law Kalb 'Ali Khan was in command of these operations, but he was so
unsuccessful and sustained such losses that Nadir dismissed fri™ and had him bastinadoed.

